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Cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) is the most successful protocol in gambling disorder

(GD) treatment. However, it presents some weaknesses, especially concerning relapse

prevention (RP). RP is one of the most important therapeutic steps, aiming at managing

cravings and to avoid future relapse increasing perceived self-efficacy. Encouraging

results come from the blending of psychotherapy and virtual reality (VR), containing

gambling cues. The goal of Alter Game (approved by the Ethical Commission, Prot.

No. 69346) is verifying the efficacy of an innovative psychological treatment for GD

based on the integration of traditional CBT therapy and an immersive VR cue exposure

therapy using a serious virtual game, which is a game designed for purposes other

than entertainment. RP in virtual cue-exposure therapy allows pathological gamblers

to manage the urge to gamble and to avoid relapse by becoming aware of which

internal and external triggers are related to craving. We hypothesize that the integrated

intervention will be more effective than simple CBT with regard to self-efficacy, craving,

and gambling-related distortions. Four virtual ecological environments were developed,

and a virtual app, Exludo, interfaced with a computerized multiparametric acquisition

system for biofeedback, was created. A sample of about 60 patients aged between 18

and 65 with GD referring to the Addiction Medicine Unit of Verona (Rossi Hospital) will be

recruited. Patients will be randomly assigned to the CBT group (16 CBT sessions) or the

CBT+ VR group (8 CBT sessions+ 8 VR cue-exposure therapy sessions). The MCMI-III,

the BIS-11, and the SOGS will be used to evaluate inclusion and exclusion criteria, while

the Gambling Related Cognitions Scale and theMultidimensional Gambling Self-Efficacy

Scale will be used to verify changes as a function of the treatment. Craving will be

evaluated through VAS, and psychophysiological variables will be assessed through

biofeedback. A pre-test/post-test experimental design with a 1-month follow-up will

be conducted. This study will examine an innovative psychotherapeutic protocol for

GD treatment, and it will help in identifying new virtual tools to increase the efficacy of

traditional therapeutic approaches that could also be applied to treat other addictions.
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INTRODUCTION

Gambling disorder (GD) is the first behavioral addiction to be
approved in the DSM-5 [Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of
Mental Disorders, 5th ed. (1)], in which it is included in addictive
disorders rather than in impulse-control disorders. Indeed, GD
presents more similarities with substance-use disorders than with
impulse-control disorders (2, 3), as the persistent and current
pattern of gambling associated with GD presents symptoms
such as tolerance and withdrawal that are typical of addiction
(1). In Europe, GD prevalence rates range between 0.12 and
5.8% (1), but it often goes undiagnosed and untreated, and it
is associated with negative health measures (4, 5). GD is one
of the new addictions that affect people in terms of substantial
clinical distress in terms of their social life, work, training, and
education (1), as well as from a psychosomatic point of view.
Thus, focusing on the efficacy of diagnostic and therapeutic
measures for this disorder with a scientific approach is especially
relevant to deliver patient-tailored treatments (6). Further studies
are needed to compare the efficacy and acceptability of individual
and combined psychosocial and pharmacological interventions
to deliver patient-tailored treatments.

To address this issue, the current study protocol—Alter
Game- is aimed at (1) developing an innovative psychological
treatment for GD by using a virtual reality (VR) approach, and
(2) verifying its efficacy. The rationale for using this approach
in GD treatment lies in the fact that cognitive behavioral
therapy (CBT) is the most grounded and effective theoretical and
applied approach to treating addiction (7). Moreover, a review of
evidence-based best practices in GD treatment demonstrated that
psychological interventions are the most successful protocols,
especially concerning motivational and CBT therapies (6, 8),
confirming the findings of the Cochrane review (9). In GD
treatment, CBT considers cue exposure therapy (10), cognitive
restructuring, problem solving techniques, social skills training,
and relapse prevention (11) as fundamental steps. Among them,
relapse prevention (RP) is one of the most important steps for
GD. Based on the RP model proposed by Marlatt and Gordon
(12) for substance abuse, the RP model applied in CBT is
focused on a set of cognitive and behavioral strategies to prevent
or limit relapse episodes. In general, the RP model refers to
immediate determinants (e.g., high-risk situations, coping skills,
outcome expectancies, the abstinence violation effect) and covert
antecedents (e.g., craving, lifestyle imbalances, and urges) (13).
RP therapy aims to find, along with the patients, the factors or
situations that can precipitate or contribute to relapse episodes
and teaches patients how to manage them, increasing their
perceived self-efficacy. Self-efficacy is the degree to which an
individual feels confident and capable of performing a certain
behavior in a specific situational context (14). The presence
of low perceived self-efficacy may contribute to maintaining
pathological gambling behavior (15). CBT presents different
advantages in pathological gambling treatment; there are lower
risks of relapse during the follow-up period, and it has a limited
duration and involves structured interventions with long-term
positive effects (16, 17). On the other hand, CBT presents some
limits. Indeed, difficulties were detected in the treatment of

pathological gamblers with high levels of sensation seeking and
problematic emotional regulation, in which a higher drop-out
rate and higher frequency of relapse emerged (18, 19). Thus,
the improvement of CBT efficacy for GD is necessary, especially
concerning RP. For this reason, there is a need for innovative
methodologies to support traditional intervention techniques.

Encouraging results in this regard have come from the
blending of psychotherapy and VR, an immersive computer-
generated three-dimensional virtual environment, which is
viewed through a head-mounted display (HMD) and interacted
with by using controllers (20, 21). VR has been the focus
of international interest for the last 20 years or so. Virtual
applications are used, in particular, in psychotherapeutic
interventions for the treatment of post-traumatic stress disorder
(22), social anxiety (23, 24), paranoia (25), specific phobias,
such as acrophobia (26), aerophobia (27, 28) and arachnophobia
(29, 30). Recent literature has also recently pointed to the
usefulness of VR in the treatment of GD (31–34), since VR
is a methodological approach that allows to recreate a realistic
ecological representation of craving situations (35–37). It has
been shown that virtual environments containing gambling cues
elicit cravings of the same intensity as those induced by real
gaming-related stimuli (e.g., real and virtual slot machines) (31).
Craving is defined by the DSM-5 as a persistent, intense or
irresistible desire for a specific substance (1) or, in the case of
gambling, for an addictive behavior. Craving presents cognitive,
emotional, and behavioral characteristics, and it is classified in
three different types: reward, relief, and obsessive craving (38);
therefore, RP in virtual cue-exposure therapy allows pathological
gamblers to manage their urge to gamble and to avoid relapse,
given that they become aware of which internal and external
triggers are related to craving. The idea of targeting VR for
the implementation of RP interventions is supported by other
advantages of its application in psychotherapy. Indeed, a patient
can experience himself/herself within a protected environment,
taking advantage of the possibility of interrupting the virtual
experience when he/she feels discomfort or difficulties. The
virtual exposure is constantly supervised by the therapist through
a monitor: what gamblers see through the HMD is, at the
same time, watched by the psychotherapist as well. Furthermore,
the ecological validity of the environments guarantees greater
generalizability of the skills acquired in VR to daily life
environments and situations (39).

However, studies on the use of VR with gamblers present
some limits. Some studies were conducted on small samples
that, sometimes, did not include pathological gamblers (10, 31,
34). Other important weaknesses that could be improved are
the following: (a) distinguishing the physical activation due to
gambling craving from the one due to possible cybersickness, i.e.,
discomfort, apathy, nausea, drowsiness, disorientation, eyestrain,
and fatigue thatmay be elicited by an experience in immersive VR
(40, 41); (b) using virtual gambling stimuli in association with
other virtual addiction triggers (such as alcohol), (c) using VR
with other psychotherapeutic techniques, like mindfulness (31);
(d) exploring the role of sense of presence in virtual experiences.
Sense of presence is a mental manifestation (42), a cognitive state
which is consistent with a subjective feeling of “being there,” in
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a given virtual environment, which is different from the physical
one and whose fruition is mediated by a device (43).

Keeping this background into account, the present Alter
Game study was designed. Alter Game aims at developing an
innovative psychological treatment for GD by using VR and
verifying the efficacy of an innovative psychological treatment
for GD based on the integration of traditional CBT therapy
and VR approach. To that goal, we aimed at creating a
virtual serious game to prevent relapse in gambling behavior by
increasing self-efficacy in managing craving and emotional states
and by reducing perceived gambling craving. Indeed, virtual
environments are made ad hoc for the exposure of patients to
specific gambling cues, directed at the detection andmanagement
of craving. We chose self-efficacy and craving as dependent
variables because they are key aspects in maintaining abstention
from gambling. Gamblers that perceive good self-efficacy in
managing cravings present a lower probability to relapse, on
the basis of the Marlatt RP model (12); thus, craving itself is
an important relapse risk factor to be managed and recognized.
On the other hand, perceived self-efficacy is a protective factor
against relapse (12). Moreover, in response to the above-
described limitations in previous studies applying VR approach
to gambling treatment, Alter Game aims at evaluating the sense
of presence through multiple means: the Independent Television
Commission’s Sense of Presence Inventory [ITC-SOPI (44)]; the
use of diaphragmatic breathing to manage craving; the presence
of cigarette packs, lit cigarettes, snacks, alcoholic beverages (wine,
beer), and wine glasses in the specific virtual environments;
the use of biofeedback to measure the psychophysiological
activation. Cue reactivity, indeed, is measured across several
domains of human functioning. The most commonly collected
measures are self-reports that assess craving or the desire for a
particular substance and physiological responses, which usually
include those controlled by the autonomic nervous system, such
as heart rate, skin conductance, and skin temperature (45).
Psychophysiological arousal is a potential proxy indicator of
craving as a reaction to gambling-related stimuli. Conditioned
stimuli associated with gambling could simultaneously elicit both
subjective craving and psychophysiological arousal (46).

Our hypothesis is that an integrated intervention with VR will
be more effective than simple CBT for improving self-efficacy
and lowering cravings. Furthermore, in line with CBT, we expect
gambling-related cognitive distortions to decrease. This goal is
very important because gambling-related cognitive distortions
mediate the relationship between depressive symptoms and
gambling severity (47) and contribute to the maintenance of
maladaptive emotional regulation styles to reinforce and support
biased beliefs about gambling outcomes and controllability (48).

METHODS AND ANALYSIS

Alter Game was conceptualized by the Addiction Medicine
Unit’s interdisciplinary team at the G.B. Rossi Hospital in
Verona (Italy). The hospital has signed a collaboration agreement
with the Department of Neuroscience, Psychology, Drug, and
Child’s Health, Section of Psychology in University of Florence

(NEUROFARBA—Italy) for methodological and psychometric
consultancy related to the study protocol.

Study Protocol Steps
Development and Creation of Virtual Environments
To carry out the study, four virtual ecological environments
structured according to the above goals have been developed,
created, and tested. We built a cue-free virtual medical
psychological office (see Figure 1), a city street with access to
a tobacco store and a slot room (see Figure 2), a tobacco store
(see Figures 3, 4), and a slot room (see Figures 5–8). All of the
environments, except for the medical psychological office, have
also been structured as empty, i.e., without cues, because cue
exposure comprises a series of hierarchical stages that gradually
provoke craving (10). We chose these environments on the
basis of the most frequently reported gambling activities by
gamblers (49) and the activities most commonly associated with
higher rates of problematic gambling according to literature
(50, 51). The medical psychological office was created to
facilitate gamblers in the acquisition of skills to use virtual
instrumentation and to manage the relaxation phase present
in systematic desensitization during the virtual cue-exposure
therapy. Gamblers will interact only with a radio to play a
relaxing song. They will not be permitted to gamble in any one
environments: it will not be possible to start the slot machine
and play scratch cards, for example. More emphasis was placed
on game-related sound stimuli that constitute a strong appeal
for the patient and, therefore, require a targeted desensitization
intervention (52, 53). In the slot room, a non-smoking room was
created. In the tobacco store, a clock was inserted andmarked the
exact, real time.

Virtual environments have been created in photorealistic
quality and in a “cybersickness-free” mode in order to offer the
patient a virtual experience that would be as comfortable as
possible, without any unpleasant effects. Indeed, cybersickness
consists in a feeling of malaise due to headaches, nausea,
vomiting, or dizziness, and it is triggered by the incompatibility
between the inputs reaching the brain through the visual sensory
channel and those responding to one’s real movement (54).
To achieve this goal, patients will be able to move within
the virtual environment through “real” steps whose movement
would be faithfully reproduced in the virtual environment.
Moreover, gamblers may use teleportation if the position to
be reached is distant and beyond the play area. Through the
joystick, it is possible to point to the place to reach, and the
virtual experience will restart exactly from the selected point.
VR environments run on this VR hardware requirement: (a)
HTC Vive PRO Full Kit with a wireless adapter (see Figure 9);
(b) PC-Gaming Intel Core i7-9700K—GeForce RTX 2070 8GB-
−16GB DDR4-−480GB SSD—Windows 10—Wi-Fi; (c) a 49“ or
55” TV monitor.

Software development included the creation of a virtual
app, Exludo, which was interfaced with a computerized
multiparametric acquisition system for biofeedback: EvU-TPS
with BIOGRAPH INFINITI and DE-STRESS suite software
(see Figure 10). This software includes the following features:
video recording of the virtual sessions, psychophysiological
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FIGURE 1 | Medical Psychological Office.

FIGURE 2 | A city street with access to a tobacco store and a slot room.
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FIGURE 3 | A tobacco store.

FIGURE 4 | A tobacco store with a view of the slot room.
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FIGURE 5 | A slot room.

FIGURE 6 | A slot room with some alcohol cues present in Exludo.

parameter recording, and the integration of software that
allows the therapist to configure the settings of the experience

by operating in first person in the VR with a Drag’n’Drop
interaction system. Drag and drop indicates a succession of
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FIGURE 7 | The non-smoking slot room with some slots turned off and on.

three actions, consisting of clicking on a virtual object to
drag it to another location within the virtual environment,
where it is released. Virtual environments will remain the same
for all patients and for the entire duration of the study. A
wireless, cable-free kit was chosen for both the virtual hardware
and biofeedback instrumentation for the patients’ safety. Given
the COVID-19 pandemic, appropriate accessories were also
employed: disposable, non-woven, breathable face masks for
HTC Vive PRO, waterproof and hygienic replaceable feather
rubber for HTC Vive, and hygiene devices (spray, hand sanitizer
gel, surgical masks) were used to guarantee the hygiene of the
instruments and the patients’ safety.

The design and implementation of the virtual environments
that were created ad hoc for this study required a development
period of about 6 months, in an interdisciplinary mode. Close
collaboration between psychologists, programmers, and the 3D
developers of Plumake S.r.l., who provided both the hardware
and the Exludo software, was necessary. All of the environments
were created ex novo and starting from real cues related to
gambling (scratch cards, slot rooms, SuperEnalotto, snacks,
cigarettes, etc.). The trade names of each of the 3D objects

that were reproduced were changed due to the presence of the
respective copyrights. After the creation of Exludo, a testing
phase of the virtual hardware and software was planned and
concluded in about 2 months. This phase was important in order
to provide for the replacement of non-functional equipment
and the correction of any bugs, i.e., errors in the writing of
the software, which could interrupt the virtual experience or
distort some of the environments’ features. During the testing
phase, a psychologist noticed some bugs in the movement
system and in the interface between the biofeedback software
and Exludo. Each environment was repeatedly tested to find as
many errors as possible. The software has also been optimized
in terms of usability, especially concerning the main start-up
interface and the menu for selecting the actions to be taken.
These changes guarantee an intuitive and immediate use of the
application. A user guide was created by a psychologist and a
programmer for the installation and the use of the hardware
and software. A 10-h service package has been provided with
respect to the hardware and software packages. Moreover, the
correct functioning of the EvU-TPS biofeedback software had
already been tested by the Medical Engineering Service of the
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FIGURE 8 | A red wine bottle, a wineglass and a lit cigarette in the slot room.

Integrated University Hospital of Verona, and its interfacing
with the virtual application was verified to ensure a reliable
measurement of the parameters focused on the aims of Alter
Gamewith respect to the detection of physiological activation due
to craving. Righetto S.r.l. took care of the transport and assembly
of the biofeedback instrumentation.

Measures
The second step of Alter Game was focused on the definition of
the measures and procedure involved in the study.

Self-Report Instruments for the Assessment of Inclusion and

Exclusion Criteria in the Intervention
Patients with GD between 18- and 65-years being part of
the first and the second pathways of gamblers based upon
Blaszczynski andNower’s classification (55) will be enrolled. They
will comprise both” behaviorally conditioned problem gamblers”
and” emotionally vulnerable problem gamblers.” The third
pathway, comprising” antisocial impulsivist problem gamblers,”
was excluded because these gamblers present high levels of
impulsivity, and then they might be much more exposed to
relapse after VR exposure than the other pathways.

TheMillon Clinical Multiaxial Inventory—III [MCMI-III (56,
57)], the Barratt Impulsiveness Rating Scale [BIS-11 (58); Italian
version (59)] and the South Oaks Gambling Screen [SOGS (60);
Italian version (61)] will be used to evaluate the inclusion
and exclusion criteria. The MCMI-III is a clinically oriented

instrument, which is used in the assessment of personality
disorders. The test comprises 175 dichotomous true/false items,
24 scales, and 4 correction indices. The questions investigate
the presence of borderline and antisocial personality traits,
thought disorders, and delusional disorders. The MCMI-III
showed excellent construct validity, test-retest reliability, as well
as internal consistency even if translated into several languages
(62). Its factor structure is consistent across countries (63).
The cut-off scores considered as exclusion criteria are: scores
≥ 75 on the “6A- Antisocial” scales in the “personality styles”
section, “C-Borderline” in the “severe pathology” section, “SS-
thinking disorders” and “PP-delusional disorders” in the “severe
syndromes” section. Protocol invalidating scores: V scale: 2-3
points; X scale: ≤ 34 or ≥178.

The BIS-11 is a 30-item self-report scale, validated in Italian,
which assesses impulsiveness. All items are rated on a 4-point
scale, where 1 stands for rarely/never, and 4 stands for almost
always/always. The BIS-11 proved to be a reliable psychometric
instrument for measuring impulsiveness (59). The cut-off score
considered as an exclusion criterion is> 65.46+ 12.08 (SD) (64).

The SOGS is a questionnaire that comprises 16 items that
assess the presence of pathological gambling behavior. Good
validity of the instrument has been demonstrated, particularly
in terms of sensitivity and specificity (60), also in the Italian
population (65). SOGS detects the type of gambling games
played by gamblers. The cut-off score considered as an exclusion
criterion is ≤ 4.
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FIGURE 9 | HTC Vive PRO.

Pre and Post-test Follow-Up Measures
The Gambling Related Cognitions Scale [GRCS (66); Italian
version (67)] and the Multidimensional Gambling Self-Efficacy
Scale [MGSES (68)] will be used for the evaluation of changes in
the experimental variables as a function of the treatment.

The GRCS is a 23-item scale that detects cognitive distortions
on the basis of five specific erroneous thoughts: gambling
expectations, illusion of control of fate, predictive control of
an outcome, inability to stop gambling, and interpretative
distortions. The patient responds to each item on a 7-point scale,
ranging from 1 (completely disagree) to 7 (completely agree).
Expectations related to gambling and the effects of gambling are
an expression of the level of salience of the gambling experience
and the effect expected from the activity of gambling. The
illusion of control of fate is the belief that one can influence
the outcome of the bet through the study and application of
certain gambling strategies or by means of (magical) tools,
such as lucky charms. Predictive control of the outcome is
the prediction of the outcome of bets on the basis of feelings,
perceptions of environmental traces that suggest the presence
of positive or negative influences, or on the basis of pseudo-
statistical reasoning on the probability of winning. The inability
to stop gambling, i.e., the subjective feeling and belief of not
being able to control the game is a dimension that expresses
perceived self-efficacy. Interpretive distortions are thoughts that
justify losses and encourage a person to return to gambling. The

scale is characterized by good psychometric properties in terms of
dimensionality, reliability, and validity both in its original version
(66) and in the Italian adaptation (67).

The MGSES is a scale that was validated on the Italian
population and comprises two sections: the first with 6 items
and the second with 11 items, to be rated on a scale
from 1 (not at all capable) to 5 (fully capable). The scale
measures the gambler’s perceived self-efficacy with respect to the
management of gambling behavior and self-regulation during
stressful situations, negative emotional states, free time, and other
factors. The instrument showed good psychometric properties
in terms of dimensionality, reliability, and validity in the Italian
population (68).

Multidimensional Craving Measurement and Sense of

Presence in VR
During VR therapy, craving and the sense of presence in VR
training will be measured. Craving will be detected through
both subjective and objective measures: a visual analog scale
(VAS) to evaluate the perceived craving intensity on a scale
from 0 to 10, based on the specific moment in which it
will be administered. Furthermore, craving will be objectively
evaluated with biofeedback EvU-TPS through the detection of
the following psychophysiological measures: heart rate, heart rate
variability, skin conductance, and skin temperature. The sense of
presence will be measured through the ITC-SOPI self-report at
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FIGURE 10 | Evu Tps—biofeedback.

the end of the virtual session. The Addiction Medicine Unit in
collaborationwithNEUROFARBA is working on a study to assess
the psychometric properties of ITC-SOPI in its Italian version.

Training Course for Treatment Providers
After the development of the VR environments and the definition
of the measures and procedures involved in the study, the
next step consisted in training the treatment providers involved
(psychologists and psychotherapists) and in a verification of
learning after the training course. This represented a very
important point as one of the factors that affect the efficacy of
interventions in the health domain is the good quality of the
training administered to the people who implement the programs
(69). Indeed, training allows those who carry out the intervention
to become confident with it (70). Moreover, some interventions
need certain competencies that can be acquired only with specific
training courses (71). In particular, a well-planned training
course provides basic theoretical knowledge, clear program goals
and objectives, modeling, and practice of effective intervention
strategies, regular coaching, and constructive feedback (72).
The training course consisted in 2 lessons on biofeedback,
2 lessons on CBT and diaphragmatic breathing, 1 lesson on
VR theory, hardware and software application, and hygiene
rules for virtual instruments. All lessons lasted 3 h, for a total
duration of 15 h of training. Due to COVID-19 restrictions,

the lessons were organized in a mixed modality, online
and offline simultaneously. Two ad hoc questionnaires were
created to assess the following variables: the first questionnaire
had 13 questions and assessed electrodermal activity, skin
conductance, photoplethysmography, heart rate, heart rate
variability, the psychophysiological state of relaxation of the
participants, their respiratory rate, and biofeedback training. The
second questionnaire had ten questions and assessed respiratory
training, mastery strategy, disputing, systematic desensitization,
VR therapy, and cybersickness.

To analyze the efficacy of the training course for the
psychotherapists involved in Alter Game, we proceeded to a pre-
post design with a follow-up in which the above-listed variables
were measured before the beginning of the training course
(pre-test), after the last meeting of the training course (post-
test), and 1 month after the conclusion of the course (follow-
up). The treatment providers were provided with training
material in the form of slides and guides to facilitate study and
consultation in case of need. The coordinating psychologist sent
the questionnaires via e-mail the day before the lessons for the
pre-test, and then again after the end of each of the expected
2 training cycles. The first cycle included the 2 biofeedback
lessons and, the second, the 3 lessons about CBT, diaphragmatic
breathing, and VR. All training sessions were organized on the
Meet platform, ensuring the mixed modality and the possibility
to follow lessons in a deferred mode since everything was
videotaped and made available to all the trainees on a shared
drive folder. Training was provided by Righetto S.r.l. (as far
as electromedical equipment was concerned) and by Plumake
S.r.l. (for what concerned the hardware and virtual software
dimension), respectively. The meetings concerning the training
in psychotherapy techniques and VR therapy were organized by
psychologist-psychotherapist collaborators.

Efficacy Evaluation of the Integrated Intervention

Design
We will conduct a pre-test/post-test experimental design with a
1-month follow-up.

Two independent groups to which patients will be randomly
assigned will be considered. One group will undergo a traditional
CBT treatment of 16 sessions (the CBT group), while the second
group will undergo the integrated treatment, consisting of 8
CBT sessions and 8 sessions of psychotherapy based on VR
cue-exposure therapy, each with a different environment (the
CBT + VR group). Each session will last 1 h. To better control
the effects of the training in VR on pathological gamblers,
the psychophysiological parameters of craving will be measured
through biofeedback and VAS at each session of the training
(multi-method measurement of craving).

To verify the efficacy of the intervention, one measurement
session is planned before the beginning of the treatment (pre-
test), and one at the end of the treatment (post-test). For
the assessment of the maintenance of any changes at post-
test, an additional measurement is planned 1 month after
the end of the treatment (follow-up). The three measurement
sessions are planned for both the CBT group and the CBT
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+ VR group. In each measurement session, perceived self-
efficacy in managing gambling behavior, craving, gambling-
related cognitive distortions, impulsivity, personality traits,
and pathological gambling symptoms will be measured in
both groups.

Recruitment
We will recruit a sample of about 60 patients with GD who are
referred to the Addiction Medicine Unit of Verona (G. B. Rossi
Hospital). This sample size is consistent with the power analysis
we conducted a priori. Using G∗Power software to estimate the
sample size that would be necessary to achieve a statistical power
of 0.95 for a mixed ANOVA, indeed, revealed that a sample size
of n = 58 was necessary in order to obtain an average effect size,
equal to 0.40 (α = 0.05).

Inclusion criteria will be: (a) being male and female subjects
over 18 years of age and under 65 years of age; (b) being addicted
to slot machines, scratch cards, lotto, SuperEnalotto (because
environments were created with these specific cues); (c) informed
consent signature. An inclusion criterion (b) will be evaluated
by a clinical interview based on the DSM-5 diagnostic criteria in
the first psychological assessment session and by SOGS, which
reports the type of gambling games played by gamblers.

Exclusion criteria will be the presence of: (a) antisocial
personality traits; (b) borderline personality traits; (c) high levels
of impulsivity; (d) thought disorders; (e) delusional disorders.
Exclusion criteria (a), (b), and (c) were chosen to identify the
presence of gamblers probably categorized as “third pathway” to
Blaszczynski and Nower (55) and that, therefore, may be more
exposed to risks of relapse following immersive VR exposure
to environments with trigger cues. Excluding these patients will
allow us to guarantee greater safety for them by administering
treatment as usual.

We also identified particularly vulnerable populations that
may not be included in the study: (a) patients suffering from
epilepsy because HMD can provoke epileptic seizures like other
devices that produce visual effects (as described in the HTC-
VIVE official user’s guide); (b) visually impaired patients and
hearing impaired patients because they would have limitations
in the use of the virtual experience concerning sounds and
visual aspects; (c) patients with cardiovascular problems because
our psychophysiological measures of interest could be altered
by these pathologies; (d) gamblers with vestibular problems
because they may fall during the virtual reality experience due
to vertigo, motion sickness, and imbalance (73); (e) patients
with neurological disorders: e.g., individuals with migraine are
more susceptible to visual discomfort (74); (f) patients with
schizophrenia or psychotic traits because the available data on
immersive VR in schizophrenic subjects are currently limited
(75), and no data were available on gamblers with psychotic
diseases and immersive VR treatment.

Patients with the onset of cybersickness for two consecutive
virtual sessions will exit from the study in itinere and will be able
to undertake a path of psychotherapy as usual in the Addiction
Medicine Unit.

Interventional Methods
Intervention
Patients will be recruited when they access the Addiction
Medicine specialist service “Colma il Gap” for GD at the G. B.
Rossi Hospital in Verona, Italy. The selection of the sample will
be based on the inclusion criteria. The selection of the patients
who may be involved in the study will attend the following
procedures. At the first access to the service, the patient will sign
the informed consent and will be interviewed for the collection
of anamnestic, life/family history, and clinical and gambling
history details. We will assess legal and illegal substance use
and the presence of addiction during the first psychological
examination through a structured interview. It is important to
capture sub-clinical factors related to the use of substances that
could influence response to VR as well as situations linked
with relapse. At the second visit, the questionnaires will be
administered to the patient, in a self-completion mode, in the
following order: MCMI-III, BIS-11, SOGS, GRCS, and MGSES.
If the expected inclusion criteria will not be met, the patient will
be excluded from the study but will be taken care of according to
the usual treatment.

Patients meeting the inclusion criteria will be randomly
assigned to the CBT group or to the CBT + VR group.
The CBT group will follow a full cycle of psychotherapy
that will consist of 16 weekly sessions, lasting 60min and
will make use of techniques belonging to an evidence-based
cognitive-behavioral approach. For the CBT + VR group, there
will be a first cycle of traditional psychotherapy that will
consist of 8 weekly sessions, each lasting 60min, which will
also make use of evidence-based cognitive-behavioral approach
techniques. Following this, psychotherapy based on virtual
exposure will be carried out, which will again comprise 8
weekly sessions, marked by: systematic desensitization therapy
in virtual reality exposure therapy, cognitive restructuring, and
emotional management/literacy. Each virtual session will last
60min, 20min of which will be dedicated to virtual exposure.
About 20 mins is the recommended limit of the duration of
immersions in virtual reality because eyestrain and headachemay
occur for longer exposures (76, 77). We adopted this safety limit
at least until empirical data document the safety of VR immersion
with gamblers (10). An extinction process needs more time to
originate, but limiting the duration of the immersion is necessary
due to ethical considerations (10).

The virtual session will be structured as follows. In the first
session, the virtual protocol will be presented to the patient, and
virtual training will be carried out to provide the skills related
to the use of the instrumentation (Figure 11). Biofeedback
parameters will also be measured 5min before the session. From
the second to the eighth sessions, the biofeedback parameters will
be measured 5min before the beginning of the session (in the
study, the baseline rate), and the measurements will be resumed
during the entire exposure to the virtual environment. The
patient will be asked about the intensity of the craving felt during
both measurements and at the end of each session via VAS. As
mentioned above, the technique used in conjunction with virtual
cue exposure therapy will be systematic desensitization, which
is a psychotherapeutic CBT treatment consisting in alternating
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FIGURE 11 | An example of a subject wearing the virtual reality and

biofeedback equipment.

phases of exposure to the trigger cues to phases of bodily
relaxation, with the aim of reinforcing the relaxation response
even in the presence of specific reactive cues (78, 79).

The systematic desensitization intervention will be structured
as follows: the patient will learn a body relaxation technique
[diaphragmatic breathing (80)]; the psychotherapist will proceed
with the exposure of the patient to the trigger environments
in the following order: a psychologist’s office, a street with no
game-related stimuli, a street with trigger stimuli, an empty
tobacco shop, a full tobacco shop with sound stimuli, an empty
slot room, a slot room with no audio-video stimuli, a slot
room with active slot machines (audio-video stimuli), a slot
room with active slot machines and alcohol and tobacco cues.
During the virtual exposure to the trigger stimuli, when the

patient signals that he/she is feeling a greater psychophysiological
activation, the relaxation phase will begin, proceeding according
to the following procedure: the patient will be teleported by
the therapist to the psychologist’s office (cue-free environment),
where he/she will activate the radio to start the relaxingmusic and
perform diaphragmatic breathing until psychophysical relaxation
is achieved. When the patient is ready for the next exposure
to the same trigger stimulus, the therapist will teleport him/her
into the previous virtual trigger environment. The therapist
will proceed in this way until the end of the time available
for the virtual exposure. During the virtual exposure therapy,
the psychotherapist will ask the patient to focus on bodily
sensations and emerging thoughts and emotions related to
gambling craving; after the 20min of virtual exposure, the topics
emerged will be the subject of psychotherapeutic work in the
second part of the psychological interview. For both groups,
the administration of the scales and questionnaires is scheduled
for the nineteenth session; the results of which will be returned
in the twentieth session. In the twenty-first session, the follow-
up measurements will be carried out 1 month after the end of
treatment to also verify the presence of any relapses. In detail,
all the steps envisaged by Alter Game study are reported with
the relative timing in the flow chart below (see Table 1); a total
duration of about 18 months is expected (see Table 1).

Safety and Hygiene Measures
To ensure patient safety and hygiene in the virtual setting,
the recommendations of the Italian Higher Institute of Health
(HIH) and the following procedures will be followed: (a) Hand
cleaning: all subjects trained to handle VR devices shall have an
alcohol-based hand sanitizer. Before a user turns on a device,
he/she shall wash his/her hands for at least 40 s and following a
precise sequence as illustrated on the Ministry of Health website;
furthermore, he/she shall use a hydroalcoholic gel, rubbing
his/her hands for 20 s (as described by HIH). (b) Ensuring that
waterproof foam replacements are fitted to the HMD as the
foam present by default does not allow for thorough hygiene.
(c) Inserting disposable waterproof masks on HMD before
using the viewer and replacing them between patients/treatment
providers. (d) Disinfecting joysticks and all objects with which
the patients and treatment providers may come into contact in
between patients/treatment providers. (e) Sanitizing the EvU-
TPS (biofeedback) instrumentation after each use. (f) Patients
and treatment providers will be required to wear a surgical mask,
respecting the indications of the HIH on the matter. (g) Ensuring
that the patient has thoroughly cleaned his/her hands, both with
soap and with sanitizing gel before entering the outpatient clinic;
in fact, it will not be possible to make him/her wear gloves
because of the need to measure psychophysiological parameters
by photoplethysmography. (h) Repeating all hygiene procedures
in between patients/treatment providers and at the end of each
daily session so that the equipment remains sanitized at all times.
(i) The hygiene of the surgery and the hospital environment will
be guaranteed by the company staff dedicated to this purpose.
(l) To sterilize the virtual reality devices, the product TRISEPT
COMPLEX will be used, which is available at the warehouses of
the internal pharmacy of the G.B. Rossi Hospital of Verona, Italy.
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TABLE 1 | Flowchart of Alter Game study.

Alter game steps Timeline

Week 0 Week 1 Week 2 8 weeks 8 weeks Week 19 Week 20 Week 25

Design and implementation of virtual environments

Hardware and software installation and testing

Training course for Treatment Providers

First phone contact with patient

Patient informed consent obtaining

Data collection about the patient demographic characteristics,

medical history and clinical history concerning GD

Pre-test (MCMI-III, BIS-11, SOGS, GRCS, MGSES)

Restitution of pre-test results to the patient

Inclusion/exclusion criteria + randomization into CBT group and

CBT + VR group

First psychotherapy cycle (8 sessions of traditional psychotherapy

for both groups)

Second psychotherapy cycle (8 sessions of traditional

psychotherapy for CBT group and 8 sessions of psychotherapy

based on virtual reality for CBT + VR group)

Post-test (MCMI-III, BIS-11, SOGS, GRCS, MGSES)

Restitution of post-test results to the patient

1-month follow-up (MCMI-III, BIS-11, SOGS, GRCS, MGSES)

GD, gambling disorder; MCMI-III, Millon Clinical Multiaxial Inventory-III; BIS-11, Barratt Impulsiveness Inventory-11; SOGS, South Oaks Gambling Screen; GRCR, Gambling Related

Cognitions Scale; MGSES, Multidimensional Gambling Self-Efficacy Scale; CBT, cognitive behavioral therapy; VR, virtual reality.

(m) The use of an ultraviolet (UV) light box that sterilizes all
virtual instrumentation without the use of chemicals that could
damage the devices will be considered. Indeed, UV light can
damage or destroy various types of viruses such as SARS and
MERS (81). At the moment, some companies are working on
some prototypes.

DATA ANALYSIS

In general, all the patients’ demographic and clinical
characteristics will be summarized using descriptive statistical
methods. In particular, mean, median, and standard deviations
will be used for symmetrically distributed continuous variables,
median and interquartile distance for asymmetrically distributed
continuous variables, and frequency distributions for categorical
variables. Multi-method analysis of craving measurement in
order to draw up a physiological and psychometric profile of
craving (using biofeedback) will be performed. This analysis
will be conducted through linear correlation measures. For the
analysis of the efficacy of the training course for the treatment
providers, Student’s t-tests for dependent samples or Wilcoxon’s
non-parametric test for paired samples will be used. Contingency
tables and McNemar tests may also be used. For the analysis of
the efficacy of the CBT+ VR group compared to the CBT group,
a mixed ANOVA will be performed for repeated measures with
Time as within factor (pre-test/post-test/follow-up) and Group as
between factor (the CBT+ VR group/the CBT group).

Moreover, we will pay attention to the issue of an attrition
rate. We are expecting to find a retention rate of at least 80%
(78, 79) to avoid that participant loss will bias research outcomes.

After that, we will check for any significant difference between
the two treatment groups (CBT and CBT + VR) to verify if
there is a differential attrition rate. In particular, we will compare
the average number of meetings attended by the participants
between the two treatment groups through t-tests, and we will
compare the presence of drop-outs across the two groups through
Chi-square tests. Moreover, we will determine if there are any
significant differences (at the baseline) between participants who
will complete the post-test session and those who will not in
order to verify if specific subgroups of participants have a higher
drop-out risk. This analysis will be conducted separately for each
group. If any significant differences between participants of the
two treatment groups will be found, we will verify that systematic
attrition does not occur and we will conduct the analyses to
verify the effects of the two interventions (CBT and CBT + VR)
with the participants who completed the baseline and post-test
assessments. Those lost to post tests will be excluded. If significant
differences between participants of the two treatment groups
will be found for the average number of meetings attended and
the treatment drop-out, and participants who will complete the
post-test session will be significantly different from those who
will not, subsequent analyses will be conducted by using the
last observation carried forward (LOCF) to assess the effects of
attrition. Furthermore, we will examine within-group changes
in outcomes as a function of session attendance to assess the
effects of intervention non-compliance on outcomes. These
subsequent analyses will be conducted, not excluding participants
who will be lost to post-test and by imputing values for the
follow-up variables for the participants who will not complete the
post-test assessment.
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DISCUSSION

A recent review has confirmed the efficacy of CBT to treat various
addiction problems (7) and, especially, GD (9). Several published
clinical studies have usedVR to treat different psychopathological
problems (anxiety, PTSD, depression, etc.), with a lot of them
underlining that CBT and VR combined could improve the
efficacy of social anxiety disorder and paranoia treatments (22,
24). Indeed, VR is a methodological approach that allows to
recreate a realistic ecological representation of craving-eliciting
situations (34–36). However, as of yet, no clinical study of CBT
and VR in GD treatment has been conducted. Keeping this
background into account, the necessity to develop a new study
protocol—Alter Game– emerged. In detail, Alter Game aims at
developing an innovative psychological treatment for GD by
using VR and verifying the efficacy of an innovative psychological
treatment for GD based on the integration of traditional CBT,
coupled with a novel VR approach.

Based on previous studies, suggesting that CBT and VR
combined are more efficient than CBT or VR only (23, 25),
we aim at confirming this evidence in gambling addiction
by taking specific target variables into account, such as self-
efficacy, craving, and cognitive distortions. We can hypothesize
that CBT and VR combined will be more effective than CBT
only. In particular, at the conclusion of the psychotherapy
sessions, we expect to find a higher increase of self-efficacy
and a greater reduction of cravings and cognitive distortions—
in terms of effect size—in the case of the integration of
CBT and VR. To better evaluate these expected results,
we aim at using biofeedback in order to observe and
measure the psychophysiological activation associated with
cue exposure, which would allow us to overcome the limits
of self-report craving questionnaires or craving Likert scales.
Moreover, we already implemented a training course for the
treatment providers to guarantee a correct administration of
the psychotherapy protocol with the patients before the study
will start.

By increasing self-efficacy and reducing gambling-related
craving and cognitive distortions, we aim at reducing the
risk for relapse, which represents one of the most important
psychotherapeutic steps for GD. Using VR cue-exposure therapy,
pathological gamblers may increase their skills to prevent
a relapse, or they could improve the management of their
gambling craving and identify the triggers associated with it by
pinpointing its cognitive, emotional, and bodily characteristics.
These skills are important to prevent relapses in gambling
behavior and to increase the self-efficacy of gamblers. By
decreasing gambling-related distortions, which contribute to
maintaining a maladaptive emotional regulation and reinforcing
the irrational beliefs about gambling outcomes and controllability
(48), we aim at promoting higher levels of management regarding
thoughts about gambling in general. Another important aspect
to be considered is that VR will provide contexts that are
typical of everyday life, contributing to the generalizability
of the craving management. Several studies using VR and
cue reactivity to evaluate craving and other relapse risk
factors in addictions (alcohol, tobacco, drugs, etc.) underlined

the influence of life context in maintaining dependence or
relapsing (82–84).

Despite these strengths, some limitations must be underlined.
As a limitation of the study protocol, the use of self-report
measures may be affected by the lack of insight/awareness,
inability to identify or articulate beliefs/thoughts, and intentional
dissimulation in pathological gamblers. However, the use of self-
report measures is inevitable, so we chose tests that present
good psychometrics properties, and we will consider the MCMI-
III validity scales to control the social desirability index and
the assessment protocol validity. In order to better control
these biases, future studies could consider the introduction of
behavioral tasks that in the Alter Game study protocol are not
included except in the therapeutic intervention section. Also,
the absence of a control group (non-treatment), which could
serve to better analyze the efficacy of the integrated intervention,
could be a further point to be addressed in the future. A public
clinical service cannot omit to offer clinical treatment to a patient
with GD for ethical reasons. Moreover, there may be potential
threats to the internal validity of the research design due to its
longitudinality, with a possible consequent loss of patients. In
line with this, we chose a 1-month follow-up to keep the patients
as engaged with the study as possible, since the dropout rate in
pathological gamblers is high (18, 19). We are aware, however,
that this time may not permit the detection of spontaneous
recovery. Furthermore, studies could implement a strategy to
better control susceptibility to conditioning. Another important
consideration deals with the changes due to the COVID-19
pandemic. Indeed, GD is changing: a lot of patients are addicted
to online gambling, so some patients that request our treatment
may not respond to our inclusion criteria, in particular regarding
the type of gambling activities considered in the Alter Game
study before the beginning of the pandemic. In the future,
the development and creation of new virtual environments on
online gambling may be needed. The COVID-19 pandemic
also brings additional complications: wearing the surgical mask
can cause fogging problems to the HMD that compromise
the correct use and the ideal fruition of the immersive virtual
experience. In addition, the presence of restrictions for the
containment of COVID-19 (lockdown, isolation, quarantines)
may hamper the possibility of maintaining the 1 session per
week that would be required by the study protocol. Another
limitation regards the generalizability of the integrated protocol
due to the possible presence of cybersickness and specific
medical problems. Indeed, patients that present cybersickness
during the virtual treatment or clinical problems like epilepsy,
visual or hearing impairments, vestibular or cardiovascular or
neurological diseases, and schizophrenia or psychotic traits will
not be granted access to CBT+VR psychotherapy. Finally, future
developments could improve our virtual environments through
the insertion of avatars that interact with gamblers, thanks to
artificial intelligence. This will be more expensive, but it may
be useful to work on the impact of social interaction in the
maintenance of GD and to manage situations in which gamblers
are invited to eat snacks and drink alcoholic beverages. Indeed,
it is known that social isolation and a sense of loneliness are
related to problematic gambling (85, 86). Therefore, inserting
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social interaction in virtual gambling-related environments could
be an important development to treat these daily experiences that
may be relapse risk factors. Subjects that are socially excluded
tend to self-medicate their unpleasant emotional states [e.g.,
anger, sadness, and anxiety; (87)] through emotion regulation
processes (88) that can incorporate gambling too (89). Moreover,
some studies highlighted that there is an association between
gambling and alcohol use: those who drink alcohol more
frequently are more inclined to gamble and to experience
negative consequences due to their gambling behavior (90–93), as
well as increased speed and duration of the game session (94, 95),
increased risky wagering (94, 96, 97), and more rapid depletion
of available funds (94–96).

To conclude, if our expected results will be confirmed, Alter
Game could promote new possible tools for RP therapy that
may be applicable within specialist-care services for GD and
within therapeutic communities. These may also be suitable
for poly-addicted gamblers, given the known high comorbidity
between gambling and substance use disorders (98). Indeed, if the
integrated virtual therapeutic protocol proposed by Alter Game
will be effective, it could be extended to the treatment of other
addiction disorders, reinforcing the traditional RP program.
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